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Abstract: EU Eastern Partnership has gone through a number of difficulties and impediments since its
establishment. In the case of Georgia and Moldova we have observed some progress, however in all other
cases there is a certain setback. The political spectrum of Armenia was narrowed after September 3, 2013. In
mid-January 2016 president Sargsyan held a meeting with EU ambassador in Armenia where he particularly
mentioned that EU engagement is a top priority for Armenia (Armenpress, 2016) thus demonstrating that
attitudes by both sides towards further engagement have undergone transformations. In the context of current
geopolitical developments, the security sector could serve as a platform for Armenia and EU to foster
collaboration. Thus, the main goal of the research paper is to seek avenues for approximation in the area of
security and hence provide both parties with a deeper understanding of mutual objectives and visions.
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Introduction

On April 22, 2016, the EU High Representative Frederica Mogherini had a speech within the
framework of the annual conference on European Union Global Strategy where she mentioned that
“We must strengthen regional orders because conflicts have increasingly transnational nature”
(Mogherini, 2016) thus reinforcing the importance of the security dimension on the broader sense.
Europe seems more than ever concerned about security in the aftermath of volatilities in the Arab
world, refugee crisis, continuous terrorist attacks. These concerns are reinforced by a number of
geopolitical shifts in the international arena. Particularly after Iran was lifted the sanctions and began
taking huge steps towards reintegration in global issues Europe comes to view the energy problem
from different more pragmatic/organizational and less problematic angle. Instead, the security issues
within European Union and its neighbourhood seem to have gained momentum especially in the light
of a number of unrests spotted in the countries of Eastern Partnership, thus questioning the success
of this initiative. As a result, the security dimension for the EU and its importance in the context of
Eastern Partnership as a whole and for each country separately has gained importance. Hence, the
security platform has acquired quite paradoxical meaning. On the one hand, it endangers the stability
in the region threatening to expand beyond its borders. On the other hand, it has the potential of
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becoming the platform that could enhance integration process with EU with all its favourable
consequences.
However, the analysis of the overall history of EU engagement in the countries of Eastern
Partnership demonstrates that the security dimension is the weakest circle in the set of activities
implemented by the EU in the countries of EaP. Proceeding from this the research will aim at
introducing the security dimension of EU as represented within the framework of Common Security
and Defence Policy (CSDP) and the possible avenues of application of the main strategies as
registered in CSDP. Consequently, the research paper will aim at addressing the following questions:
1. How Armenia could benefit from CSDP? In this context, the major problem to be addressed
is how to prevent other security models from being detrimental to the achievement of the
mutual goal.
2. Are there any platforms existent to embark upon integration between Armenia and CSDP?
If not, what mechanisms should be used to create them with the aim of fostering
collaboration, working out a joint agenda, sharing experience and expertise? Such initiatives
do not pursue short-term goals, but could serve as introductory events to come to a deeper
understanding in regard to future cooperation.
3. Consequently, why the collaboration between Armenia and EU within the framework of
CSDP could enhance the effect of EaP in the region?
To answer the above-mentioned questions, we will study the official statements, interviews as
well as correspondent documents concerning possibilities of future cooperation in the security sphere
given the new geopolitical as well a security developments in the region. Therefore, the research
paper is expected to be an intermixture of theory and practice. Namely, on the one hand, it will shed
light upon previous extensive research carried out in the field and, on the other, it will introduce the
theoretical framework of security and the main mechanisms making it compatible with the reality.

1. Literature review

As far as the research paper aims at introducing the set of prerequisites for cooperation between
Armenia and EU in security sector most attention is paid to the official statements of EU External
Action Service High official's statements on different occasions regarding ENP and namely EaP.
Additionally, the research paper leans upon a number of key documents, e.g. Treaty of Lisbon,
European Security Strategy and so on.
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Given that the study is cohered around the concept of security (Rothschild, 1995) we have
referred to the fundamental theories of the concept in academic literature such as national security
(Wolfers, 1952), international security (Buzan and Hansen, 2009), security alliance dilemma (Snyder,
1984).
When preparing the article, a vast number of analysis regarding Armenia-EU relations have
been examined as well as proceedings of various conferences regarding the question under
consideration.
To make the research more comprehensive interviews and opinions by European and Armenian
high officials as well as experts and academicians have been included.

2. The Imperatives of the Security Dimension: CSDP

The concept of security as a multidimensional phenomenon has gained much attention from
scholars and politicians in recent years though without adding little understanding to the already
existing concept of security (Baldwin, 1997). As it is contested in Rothschild’s article the pluralistic
understanding of security can be dated back to the time of French Revolution (Rothschild, 1995).
However, as Rothschild’s mentions the concept of security has been extended from national state to
group and individual security on the one hand, and to international security on the other. The notion
of security is highly relevant in neorealist approach. Waltz observes in his famous quote that “Only
if survival is assured can states seek such other goals as tranquillity, profit, and power” (Waltz, 1979).
However, in this article the security will be discussed from the viewpoint of International
Security Studies, thus placing the security issues in the light of external threats to the state. Hence,
International Security is derived from the fundamentals of National Security accompanying rather
than replacing the latter (Buzan et al., 2009, p. 10). It is of vital importance to stress that International
Security owing its development as well as institutionalization overwhelmingly to the period after the
Cold War incorporates mainly the military capabilities of states including its own military potential.
Therefore, the concept of “national security” became to be identical with military security thus
incorporating various economic, political as well as energy aspects (Buzan et al., 2009, p. 29). The
international security rationale is best understood in the context of the security dilemma theory. More
particularly according to the theory if the state does not have the intention of attacking other states, it
can never be sure in peaceful mood of other states. Thus it strives to form alliances first to be more
secure and secondly to maximize its share of benefits of the alliance (Snyder, 1984). The selection of
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the ally is often conditioned by geographical proximity as well as a number of the particular interests
such as economic, ethnic as well as ideological values to name just a few.
Proceeding from this the current research will aim at understanding international security
aspects in the context of Eastern Partnership initiative taking into account recent developments on the
international arena which keep altering security priorities on the one hand of EU and on the other
hand of countries of Eastern Partnership initiative with the main focus on the South Caucasus region
in the context of Common Security and Defence Policy. The security dimension being the most
important aspect in bilateral relation given the instability and rise of violence in different corners of
the world leaves its unavoidable negative impact also on the political landscape of bilateral relations.
However, as it is fairly mentioned in the CEPS Task Force report “Effective security sector reform
(SSR), with special emphasis on the defence and intelligence sectors, was not included” in the
package of integration policy with its “strategic neighbourhood” (CEPS, 2015). The concept
“strategic neighbourhood” implies also the MENA region however in this article the main emphasis
will be on post-Soviet space and namely the South Caucasus.
Building regional security in the Caucasus listed among key priorities for European Foreign
and security Policy (Derek, 2013). As stated in the implementation report of Council in 2008 “the
frozen conflicts” in this region are a major threat to European security (ESS Implementation Report,
2008). However, there is nothing particular mentioned about the Karabakh conflict which nowadays
could hardly be called a frozen one.

3. A new framework of strategies within Common Foreign and Security Policy

The review the European Security Strategy adopted by the EU in separate geographical and
thematic dimensions incorporates a more integrated approach to reboot bilateral relations and to
create more room for cooperation.
The new challenges EU faced during 2012-2014 provided new aspiration for Brussels to
reconsider their security vision. The latest geopolitical developments in the EU neighbourhood and
in the Middle East as well as Iran nuclear deal played a crucial role in redefining EU's relations and
policy priorities pushing security issues to the first places thus reframing shared vision of security in
and around Europe.
The European Security Strategy adopted in 2003 named “A Secure Europe in a better world”
identified regional conflicts being one of the main 5 threats worldwide (European Security Strategy,
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2016). Consequently, this issue has found its achievement within the framework of CSDP actions. As
stated in the Lisbon Treaty, CSDP is an integral part of European foreign policy agenda consistent
with EU and NATO priorities and commitments (Treaty of Lisbon, 2007).
In the 2003 European Security Strategy the relationship between security and development is
formulated as ''security is the first condition for development'' (European Security Strategy, 2003).
Still the need to reconsider the security aspect of this document in line with shifting security priorities
has gained much importance especially in the light of recent attacks in Paris and Brussels. However,
in 2008 amendments were made to the original document given changing circumstances which found
their place in the implementation report of the document. These include EU enlargement policy and
namely European neighbourhood initiative developed in 2008. Understandably, the Ukrainian crisis
and major developments in Middle East have considerably changed the face of European security
thus demanding urgent solutions to the problem. The shift in security agenda could serve as a new
starting point to rethink Eastern Partnership Initiative, thus preventing the process of its failure and
making the target countries more enthusiastic and motivated about it.
Coming back to CSDP we should mention that it is characterized as “the weakest link in the
European integration project” (Derek, 2013) being a result and conditioned by divergence in
intention, low level of solidarity and strategic vision. In functional terms it is the operations arm of
Common Foreign and Security Policy.
To better understand the CSDP it is necessary to reflect upon 'The Programme for the
Prevention of Violent Conflicts'' (the Gothenburg Programme) (EU programme for the Prevention of
Violent Conflicts) that foresees three main areas: early warning, action and policy coherence. As a
result, the EU Conflict Early Warning System was developed directed to highlighting global threats,
assessing, strategic planning and programming as well as developing response strategies (EU Conflict
Early Warning System). Proceeding from this and taking into account the high level of volatility on
the global level, complexity and uncertainty European Union is in need to assess challenges and
threats and to develop mechanisms to respond adequately.. In this context, the role and importance
of CSDP is constantly being reconsidered and revitalized. Namely, European Council on Security
and Defence Interim Report adopted in December 2013 put forward the following criteria to improve
CSDP missions: making CSDP ''a part of more comprehensive and wider approach in accordance
with EU instruments, engaging CSDP in capacity building measurements, to assist conflict
prevention, conflict management (European External Action Service, 2013). Thus, CSDP is
increasingly an integral part of bilateral relationships with third countries and with international
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and/or regional organizations. It is perceived as a platform for the development of security and
defence dialogues.
In this regard, it would be worthwhile to mention that in academic literature we distinguish
between 5 types of interactions for avoiding and managing conflicts: severe rivalry, lesser rivalry,
negative peace, warm peace, and security communities respectively (Goertz et al., 2016). Among all
these the most relevant issue is the problem of security communities. The so-called positive peace
(Galtung, 1965) becomes realistic when considering it with warm peace (Diehl, 2016) such as having
shared alliances. However, this does not guarantee security and peace within the alliances (e.g.
Turkey and Greece in NATO). Warm peace between security communities is regarded as strong and
the possibility conflict is low. The main characteristics of security communities are 1. Shared identity,
values and norms, and proceeding from this they suppose extensive cooperation, interaction at several
levels, i.e. private as well as government (Diehl, 2016). As Karl Deutsch mentioned security
communities are “transnational spaces where shared identities and common ideas develop, based on
a high level of transnational interactions, which in the long-term facilitate the development of shared
expectation of peaceful change” (Deutsch, 1957). Waever, on its turn labels, Western Europe as
security community adding that “security community proves to be a fertile organizing question in that
it produced a re-thinking of European politics in the complex field where the historic novelty of nonwar meets transformation of security from state to multiple units” (Waever, 1998). Therefore, one of
the main steps towards wider secure Europe is close interaction of security communities of South
Caucasus and EU. This interaction, however, should not be taken as between established rules and
institutions. Rather it might serve as the basis for long-term vision of cooperation between the two
communities. As it is suggested in the new threats should find their responses ''through the lenses of
societal resilience”(European Parliament, 2015) as these societies experience more prosperous
mechanisms of responding to various challenges than fragile and underdeveloped societies.
Against this backdrop, the Council Conclusions of CSDP on May 2015 prioritised the following
areas for CSDP as a security provider: addressing conflicts, instability, security challenges (Council
of the EU, 2015). The document emphasizes the importance of cooperation between internal and
external players, given the importance of the security dimension of its neighbourhood for the
European world. Thus, a few mechanisms are put forward for achieving these goals. Particularly,
measurements such as increasing hybrid operations, establishing crisis management and assessment
structures as well as reinforcing capacity-building mechanisms gain momentum. Having assessed
modern global threats and challenges the importance of CSDP has been reconsidered according to
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Directorate-General for External Policies Policy Department Assessment. Here the following criteria
can be found as why and how CSDP is relevant to the security of EU.
First of all, the EU engagement in conflict-affected areas and fragile countries has increased.
The growing share of EU external action in the period 2014-2020 has been directed to the countries
from the geographical proximity with focus on “security analysis at all stages, from programming, to
implementation to after-action assessment” (European Parliament, 2015). As such, the CSDP actions
are expected to be implemented in strong accordance with EU security interests and avoiding isolation
form other EU actions.
Secondly, policy priorities reflected in December 2013 European Council on security and
defence where the key expression “defence matters” by EU leaders aim at increasing EU role in
international crisis management thus transforming EU external action priorities.
Thirdly, these shifts in EU security and defence sector have pushed forward the need to
recalibrate CSDP-NATO relations. The dialogue between the two is in progress. It is not accidental
that during his speech before the European Parliament NATO Secretary General mentioned three
main areas that envisage cooperation: 1. building resilience together, 2. building resilience together
with neighbours to the east and the south; 3. and defence investment (Stoltenberg, 2015).
Of these three the second point deserves clarification. Cooperation in the East which includes
South Caucasus has always been in the centre of attention in terms of EU foreign policy agenda.
However, it should be mentioned that a more profound and straightforward strategy and programme
is needed in this regard to deepen EU engagement in the region in terms of security. A more
institutionalized approach should be applied also to cooperation between EU and Armenia. The
history of Armenia and NATO cooperation seems to have broadly confirmed the possible interaction
between Armenia and CSDP irrespective of Armenia being a member of Russia-led Collective
Security Treaty Organization. In connection with this, the Action Plan 2015 “Taking forward the EU's
Comprehensive Approach to external conflict and crises” identified the main methodologies, regions
to be treated capacity building initiatives in support of security and development (Day, 2015).
However, the South Caucasus region does not come in the list of those regions and countries of
immediate engagement. Given the four-day's war in Nagorno-Karabakh this conflict is a threat not
only for the countries of the region but also for the West. However, in the aftermath of Vienna
negotiations with the participation of Co-Chairs of the OSCE Minsk Group (Press Release, 2016a) a
relative ceasefire was declared. The clear message of the negotiations was that the conflict has no
military resolution1. However, the ceasefire is still not reliable given continuous violations resulting
1

Statement by Representatives of the OSCE Minsk Group Countries, Vienna, 5 April 2016.
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in fatalities from both sides (Global security, 2016). These causalities and unrest alongside the line
of contact reconfirm the importance of a more institutional, fundamental and overwhelming approach
to the resolution of this conflict. Thus, revisiting Eastern Partnership concerns in the region mainly
from security perspective could appear efficient for both sides in terms of gaining peace, and
consequently economic and political dividends.
As it is stated in the implementation report adopted on March 25, 2015 the CSDP engagement
in EaP region has remarkably increased. However, it should be mentioned that only three countries
Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia are mentioned in the report (European Commission, 2015). However
shortly after the publication of this report Federica Mogherini mentioned in her speech during the
follow-up meeting of the Defence and Foreign Affairs Council that among the three main strategies
of CSDP is “the decision to increase our presence with the already existing CSDP missions and
operations” (Mogherini, 2015). When we try to put this in the context of increasing the security
dimension in the context of EaP, Mogherini mentioned during her visit to Armenia in early March
2015 that the security dimension remains an important part of bilateral relations between Armenia
and EU (Mogherini, 2016). However, these words were not reinforced by action during the four days
war in Nagorno-Karabakh in early April 20162. Moreover, an attempt was made to treat the problem
on parity principle given the fact that it was obvious for all sides the motivations of the aggressor
party. In connection with April events high representative mentioned that “I call on the parties to stop
the fighting immediately and observe the cease-fire...We expect both sides to respect strictly the
ceasefire, refrain from the use of force and resume efforts towards a peaceful resolution of the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict” (Mogherini, April 2016).
The importance of security dimension of the EaP was also highlighted during the speech on the
European Neighbourhood Policy Review published in November 2015. Particularly among key areas
of cooperation, security dimension was stressed mentioning that so far the main portion of attention
has been dedicated to community instruments. Thus, a shift is necessary to key challenges in the
region. The document also addresses continuing cooperation with Armenia despite its entrance into
the Eurasian Economic Union (Hahn, 2015). The fact does not let Armenia hopeless as it comes to
cooperation with the West, however there exists a certain set of criteria such as judicial sector reforms
and anticorruption measures that need to be fulfilled in order to proceed with the bilateral dialogue.
However, the security dimension in bilateral relations has not been a priority. With Armenia
extensively engaged in Karabakh war directly and indirectly which halts the process of development

2
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in key areas, Armenia-West cooperation could lay strong basis for recalibrating the EaP initiative
thus ensuring its success in the foreseeable future.
Taking into account that EU and global security is interdependent the importance of bringing
together EU internal and external security is prioritized in the document of the European Agenda on
Security. In this connection ''EU response must therefore be comprehensive and based on a coherent
set of actions combining internal and external dimensions'' (European Parliament, 2015). It is
important to bear in mind that that there are certain limitations regarding the CSDP as an integrative
tool conditioned by the inner logic of the main mechanisms that realize this policy (Dyson et al.,
2013). Thus, the effectiveness and success of CSDP is largely dependent upon the cooperation with
international partners. Thus, the importance of deployment of security experts to neighbouring
countries as well as of local coordination by EU delegates and representatives is stressed.
In the same vein, another question should be answered regarding EU’s motivations in engaging
with South Caucasus region. Although the EU demonstrates reluctance in addressing a number of
important regional issues despites its stance of being a regional promoter (Kostanyan et al., 2015),
the EU interests in the region are twofold. First, a peaceful periphery serves as a safeguard preventing
various security challenges from spreading to the centre and, second, it becomes the bearer of
economic social and cultural progress that EU seeks to promote via soft power policies. Conflicts
whether frozen or not are listed among the major threats to European security reflected in the
European Security Strategy. Thus, a closer cooperation in the sphere of peace building, conflict
prevention and conflict resolution in South Caucasus, and particularly in the case of NagornoKarabakh conflict could be an opportunity to improve EU-Armenian relations. It would be
worthwhile to mention that recent developments in EU-Armenian relations seem quite promising in
the context of a set of communitarian programmes in judicial sphere, regional markets, CFSP
statements that prove the willingness of a number of countries in the initiative to become an EU
member.
EU-South Caucasus relations have been based on three main issues: assistance to political and
economic transition processes; conflict resolution; and support to the development of the energy
potential of the region (Simão, 2011). As Buzan mentions the South Caucasus forms a security
complex (Buzan, 1991) where security is strongly dependent upon such factors as ethnic issues,
territorial dispute vast and various cultural background together with far-going ambitions of each of
three countries in the region. Hence, security cooperation mapping should be accompanied by
configurations in accordance with international norms and principles facilitation.
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In February 2016 Minister Soini underlined the urge to develop long-term strategic vision for
the EU to meet global challenges. He particularly drew attention to the internal and external security
dimensions. To achieve stability and to be more confident for the coming years the EU needs to look
at its broader neighbourhood. In this regards it should be mentioned that Eastern Partnership has been
recalibrated for the EU. Proceeding from this he mentions in his speech that more political and
economic cooperation is needed with the six countries respecting their sovereign choices and avoiding
“arrangements in a zero-sum manner” (Soini, 2016). In this path the cooperation with Russia cannot
be ignored, moreover it is highly recommended to find fresh ways of interacting with Russia for the
benefit of coping with the Syrian and Ukrainian crisis as well as to deal with other international
security issues among which should also be mentioned the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. In this regard
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict resolution presents a beneficial platform to strengthen ties between
Armenia and EU thus promoting the Eastern Partnership initiatives. This platform leaves room for
hope given that this conflict is one of the few issues on which EU and Russia have reached a limited
consensus. However, it would be worthwhile to mention that the ceasefire violations alongside
Karabakh-Azerbaijani and Armenian-Azerbaijani borderline remain unnoticed by the international
society raising questions among Armenian’s towards EU aspirations regarding the peaceful
settlement of the conflict.
Amidst a number of harsh political, socio-economic challenges the security issue seems to
remain an underestimated problem in the South Caucasus region. However, it deserves more attention
as stability and integration in the region and at a higher level in broad Europe are highly reliant on
this factor. The EU should particularly be interested and engaged in addressing current security
problems the biggest of which is the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. I would like to address the problem
as why the Nagorno-Karabakh issue is the most important. First of all it includes two of the three
countries in the region making peace and stability impossible: there are trilateral (Georgia, Turkey
and Azerbaijan) economic projects. Secondly it should be mentioned that among other global players
though indirectly but Turkey is also engaged in the process of Nagorno-Karabakh conflict resolution.
Turkey has continuously been backing Azerbaijan thus triggering and encouraging ceasefire
violations alongside the line of contact between Nagorno-Karabakh and Azerbaijan, Armenia and
Azerbaijan (Hurriyet Daily News, 2016).
In this regard the Euronest Resolution adopted in March 22, 2016 on Common positions and
concerns of the EU Member States and Eastern European partner countries over foreign policies and
external threats to their security deserves attention. In particular, it calls on regional players to set up
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joint actions towards security and defence issues, namely in the field of conflict prevention, antiterrorist and anti-radicalization through substantial cooperation with CSDP missions and training
activities, as well as within the framework of Eastern Partnership Panel on Cooperation in the sphere
of security. The resolution also calls the European Neighbourhood Policy on more profound
measurements regarding the security sector reform (Euronest Resolution, 2016). Thus, there is a
strong need of cooperation among both sides seeking mutual benefits.

4. A reflection on the Armenian perceptions of EU-Armenia relations

Perceptions of EU engagement in the South Caucasus among Armenian officials and civilians
represent a rich landscape and needs profound analysis. Before the decision to join the Eurasian
Economic Union (EEU) Armenians were looking positively towards the prospect of signing the
Associative Agreement document. The decision to join the EEU was as shocking and unexpected for
Armenians as it was for the European side. However, after Armenia’s president Sargsyan’s
announcement (Press Release, 2016b) about entering the Eurasian Economic Union many civilians,
experts expressed disappointment about the EU approach to the situation. Throughout out the time
concern about the apparent ineffectiveness of the Eurasian Union appeared to be realistic. It did not
prove to be successful neither in economic nor in political terms3. Still after the Riga summit it became
apparent that Armenia is still considered a potential partner. This approach was also reinforced by the
statement of EU ambassador Piotr Antoni Świtalski during his briefing in early 2016 4. Therefore
relaunching negotiations between the EU and Armenia seem to provide rich ground for “defining a
new comprehensive framework for bilateral relations (which) will help Armenia keep up with its
reforms and modernization of its institutions” (Poghosyan, 2016). Thus, a whole new vision is
therefore necessary for the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict negotiation process after the four-day war
along the LOC between Nagorno-Karabakh and Azerbaijan. It should be noted here that the term
“local conflicts” does not exist any longer. As a result of globalization and technological
advancements coupled with the geographical location of the region as “a bridge between the East and
the West” extensive military actions cannot stay confined to the borders of the two parties involved
in the conflict. The fact that representatives from different stakeholders in the conflict expressed their
stance towards this four-day’s war, comes to prove that: first, the military option for the resolution is
3

It should be noted here that the Eurasian Economic Union has been perceived not as an economic but a political
phenomenon both in the region and among the international community
4
Press Releases (2016), “President Serzh Sargsyan received the head of the EU delegation to the republic of Armenia,
Piotr Switalski”, 13 January 2016
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unacceptable to all parties, and secondly there is a strong need to identify the party that unleashed the
violent actions which resulted in numerous victims from both sides. Consequently, a more
comprehensive and overwhelming measurements should be applied for the peaceful settlement of the
conflict the eruption which is a real threat not only for the parties directly involved in the conflict but
also for key players on the international arena. In this regard, it would be worthwhile to refer to the
visit of OSCE Minsk Group co-chairs to Armenia, Nagorno-Karabakh Azerbaijan after the four-day’s
war in April, 2016. Particularly, during their press conference, it became apparent that the co-chairs
lack any consistent approach to the problem, moreover they treated the problem on parity principle
which can have adverse results in the short-term future (OSCE, 2016)5. Given these facts the
cooperation between Armenia and CSDP can be a driving force for the successful implementation of
EaP in the region as well as for the peaceful settlement of the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh. More
commitment is necessary from the international community over these issues otherwise the power
vacuum in the region is supposed to be filled by Russia.
There are key areas which require immediate settlements otherwise inaction in this regard
would prove to be disastrous on regular basis. Of them I would like to mention the establishment of
investigative mechanisms of ceasefire violation and early warning systems as well as clearing out
political intentions and expectations of the parties involved in the negotiation process. These two
steps are included in the CSDP missions and if undertaken could minimize the risks of escalation on
the one hand and additionally they could give the parties to participate in negotiations.
Since OSCE has appeared to be reserved as far as the Nagorno-Karabakh is concerned, the EU
more involvement in the process could serve “to underscore both collective European responsibility
and individual member-state leadership” (Broers, 2016). The April events demonstrated how
dangerous and violent the conflict can appear. Therefore, urgent need for diplomacy to take
immediate steps to revitalize the peace process are important, otherwise as Armenian expert mentions
another repetition of the four-day’s war is a matter of time (Giragosyan, 2016). However, we have to
justly notice that after the violent clashes the full OSCE Minsk Group issued a joint statement serving
a precedent during the last year. Despite the fact that it was only Russia involvement when the
comparative ceasefire was established still the joint statement was a little step forward. In this context,
what the EU is expected to perform is to reconsider its role in the wider OSCE Minsk group on the
one hand and on the other push forward the problem of conflict settlement in the political agenda with

5

Press Release, the Co-Chairs of the OSCE Minsk Group, Moscow/Washington/Paris, 2 April 2016.
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Armenia and Azerbaijan. Unfortunately, as it is illustrated in the European Foreign Policy Scorecard
2016 Wider Europe the Eastern Partnership countries are most importantly regarded by the West as
sources for diversifying energy supply routes (European Foreign Policy Scorecard, 2016). As stated
in the Council Conclusions on the Review of the European Neighbourhood Policy the
“neighbourhood is a strategic priority and a fundamental interest for the EU” (European Council,
2016). Having this in mind the EU stresses the importance of capacity-building measurements to
address security threats mainly via security sector reform. In this connection, a closer and
comprehensive cooperation between ENP and CSDP is stressed. It should be added that in terms of
security sector cooperation EU High Representative Federica Mogherini’s statement during her visit
to the South Caucasus in early January deserves attention when more particularly she mentioned that
the peaceful solution of the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh is vital for EU (Mogherini, 2016). In
this regards EU instruments for long-term and short-term prevention could provide a perfect solution
among them development cooperation, arms control and political dialogue as well as diplomatic
instruments as developed by ESDP6. Additionally, this would be a huge step forward in terms of EaP
guaranteeing a new phase of cooperation between EU and Armenia resulting in a more stable South
Caucasus and more profound interaction between the two parties.

Conclusion

Based on the security dimension the article was an attempt to draw the possible avenues of
cooperation between the EU and Armenia within the framework of CSDP taking into account the
current political developments on the international arena as well as CSDP geostrategic vision in the
South Caucasus region. As it is apparent from the documents, treaties and official statements the EU
pursues certain security strategies in the region although it does not seem quite enthusiastic about
undertaking certain steps to translate its “defence policy” into “defence”.
The above mentioned analysis was aimed at understanding to what extent the security sector
recalibration could revitalize the EaP in the South Caucasus region through shedding light upon the
inner security dynamics of the region. It became apparent that in order to achieve success in the EaP
region, the EU should act more actively in the region. CSDP activities such as communitarian work,
focus on awareness-raising measurements, fostering people to people dialogue as well as
establishment of early warning systems could appear to have beneficial effects for both sides. On the
Press conference, “Remarks of Foreign Minister Edward Nalbandian during joint press conference with Frederica
Mogherini”, 01 March 2016.
6
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one hand, it could transform the security perceptions in the region making it more stable and
preventing further escalation and, on the other, raise EU presence in the region within the framework
of Eastern Partnership Initiative.
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